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VIGILANCE

Vigilance organisation plays a very important role in the area 
of management in the Railways. It investigates complaints, conducts 
sample checks in respect of managerial decisions, with a view to 
determine their conformity to objectivity, transparency and concordance 
with extant rules and procedures.

Vigilance organization is a major area of management in the 
Railways. Its role is to ensure that management decisions at all levels 
are taken in accordance with extant rules and procedures and in an 
objective and transparent manner.

Vigilance working has four facets: (i) Preventive Vigilance  
(ii) Participative Vigilance (iii) Punitive Vigilance and (iv) Pro-active 
Vigilance.

Preventive Vigilance
The aim here is to disseminate knowledge across a wide cross 

section of railway officials, suggest system rationalization measures 
for imparting greater transparency and predictability catalyse use of 
technology in decision making and create greater awareness amongst 
the public on issues relating to corruption mitigation.

Some of the steps taken in this direction during the year 2014-15 
were:

In 2014-15, a total of 20,363 preventive checks were conducted  y
throughout the Railways.
In 2014-15, a total of 27 bulletins, including “Chetna Ahwan” by  y
the Railway Board, were released for circulation.
Print and electronic media was extensively utilized by all Zonal  y
Railways, Production Units and Public Sector for conducting 
extensive public campaigns during Vigilance Awareness Week, 
2014.
A total of 36 system rationalization measures were mooted in  y
various Departments like Civil Engineering, Traffic Commercial, 
Electrical and S&T, Stores and Personnel etc in 2014-15.

Participative Vigilance
y Vig Eye: Considerable importance has been laid on exhorting 

citizens to make use of the ‘Vig Eye’ facility set up by the Central 
Vigilance Commission and 24 hour vigilance helpline (Helpline 
No.155210) of the Railways. In addition to this, the email 
addresses of vigilance officers are posted on the website.
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y Vigilance Awareness Week: is celebrated every year during 
the last week of October or first week of November to educate the 
general public regarding the facilities available in the department 
and also ways and means to lodge complaints.Last year, the 
same was observed between 26th October and 1st November.

y Counseling: As many as 50 Workshops/seminars/interactive 
sessions were conducted on topical issues by Vigilance in 2014-
15 in which Officers, senior supervisors and other railway 
personnel representing various levels and disciplines participated; 
the primary focus was to inculcate greater awareness of rules, 
procedures and, most importantly, the pitfalls that need to be 
steered clear of.
 In the training programme as conducted annually for Vigilance 
Inspectors and Investigating Inspectors at the Diesel Loco Shed/
Tughlakabad, a total of 80 personnel participated in two schedules 
from 26.5.2014 to 30.05.2014 and 02.06.2014 to 06.06.2014.

Punitive Vigilance:
A statement showing number of officials against whom disciplinary 

action in vigilance-investigated cases was initiated during April 2014 
to March 2015 alongwith number of cases finalized, including cases 
initiated prior to the period, is given below:
Vigilance investigated cases April 2014-

March 2015
Number of officials against whom disciplinary proceedings 
were initiated.

5,673

Number of officials against whom disciplinary proceedings 
resulted in imposition of major penalty 

1,075

Number of officials against whom disciplinary proceedings 
resulted in imposition of minor penalty 

5,253

Proactive Vigilance:
Conducting surprise checks in areas of mass contact (like  y
reservation offices, ticket booking counters, luggages/parcel and 
goods booking offices, on-board passenger carrying trains etc) 
in the accountal/disposal of scrap, loading of freight wagons and 
parcel vans (primarily with a view to detect/control incidences of 
overloading) etc. During the calendar year 2014, these measures 
resulted in realization of revenues to the tune of `76.86 crore. 
Scrutinising at least 20% of Annual Property Returns filed by  y
Officers.
Monitoring implementation of policy guidelines on rotational  y
transfers of officials occupying sensitive posts.




